
6-14 inch Round Pine Wood Pizza Board Factory Wholesale

 

Main features of 6-14 inch Round Pine Wood Pizza Board

1. Optimum Material: Selected high-quality pine, natural texture, clear and beautiful texture, with a good texture
2. Circular hole for hanging: The handle drill has circular hanging holes, which is convenient for hanging, saving space and
ventilation through wood.
3. Hand polishing: Natural, simple, hand polished, beautiful shape, smooth surface, soft edge
4.  6-14  inch  multi-specification  for  options,  Tsingbuy  China  pizza  tray  supplier  has  strong  factory  ability  and  large
production  capacity.  Order  of  large  quantity  can  get  more  favorable  price.
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Board
Size

Suitable
Pizza
Size

Diameter Length
in total
 

6 inch 5 inch 15cm 24cm

7 inch 6 inch 18cm 27cm

8 inch 7 inch 20cm 29cm

9 inch 8 inch 22cm 31cm

10 inch 9 inch 25cm 34cm

11 inch 10 inch 28cm 37cm

12 inch 11 inch 30cm 39cm

13 inch 12 inch 33cm 42cm

14 inch 13 inch 36cm 45cm

 

Pictures of 6-14 inch Round Pine Wood Pizza Board
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Other Wood Pizza Board Patters from China wood pizza service tray factory

 



  

Advice for maintaining pine wood piazza board

Avoid direct sunlight, in case of wood cracking, deformation and aging;
Avoid long-term using unter situation of high temperature and humid environment;
Do not scratch with hard objects, so as not to cause surface scratch, affecting the beauty;
When there is dust on the surface of the pine wood pizza board, it can be wiped with dry cloth or semi-dry cloth. It can not
be soaked and cleaned in water;
If the pine pizza board is stained, it can be wiped with a small amount of water-soluble or oily detergent;
After a period of time, the product can be maintained with wood maintenance wax, which is to keep the product bright as
new.
You can get more information about pine wood pizza service board cutting paddle from Pizza service board factory.

About us

Tsingbuy  Industry  Limited  is  the  leading  China  bakeware  manufacturer  and  China  pizza  tray  supplier.  We  have  been
always  striving  to  producing  the  best  baking  products,  raging  from sheet  pans,  loaf  pans/toast  tins,  baguette  trays,  OEM
industry  cup  trays,  bakery  trolley,  cooling  rack and  many  other  series  of  bakeware  tools  to  baking  related  tools  like
banneton baskets, PP baskets, bakery couche, baking mat and so on. We have many successful and pleased customization
cases by cooperation with International customers. 
With  more than 12 years  devotion in  bakeware production and development,  we have also  taken a  leading role  as  China
pizzza tray supplier with factory ability to provide high-quality and 100%handmade wood pizza service board cutting paddle
to  international  customers  and  customized  service  with  professional  team.  The  most  popular  wood  pizza  paddle  in  our
factory is pine wood pizza board. However, our acacia wood pizza board manufacturer also accepts a large number of

https://www.chinabakeware.com/news/Characteristics-and-Maintenance-of-Pine-Pizza-Board.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Natural-Acacia-wood-Pizza-Board-Pizza-Serving-Paddle.html


orders  on  acacia  wood  pizza  board  pizza  paddle.  You  can  browse  our  pizza  tools  series  for  more  detailed  information  on
acacia pizza board.
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